Not all aging HVAC equipment needs to be replaced. In fact, the majority of older units are great candidates for restoration. Not only does it reduce downtime to your facility but it also provides tremendous CAPEX savings, while sparing your maintenance budget.

**HVAC New Life** is a hygienic and performance based restoration service that combines **PURE-Steam** coil cleaning, durable coatings and fiberglass free insulation for improved energy efficiency and increased equipment lifespan. pureaircontrols.com/hvac-new-life-restoration/

Now you can take energy efficiency and maintenance to the next level by including the **Q-PAC™ Fan Array** to the **HVAC New Life** Restoration!

**Q-PAC™** is a simple, complete blower replacement that provides, ECM fans, bulkhead assembly and a single point power panel.
Q-PAC Benefits:
- Higher Efficiency Than AC Motors
- Custom ETL Listed Assembly
- Vertical & Horizontal Configurations
- Smaller Footprint Than AC Motors in Cubes
- Largest Array Assembly is Less Than 100 lbs
- Easily Fits Through A 20” x 40” Opening
- Plug & Play Whipped Wiring with Quick Connects
- Single Point Panel, 100KAIC Rated, BACnet MSTP
- 5-year Parts & Labor Warranty

Q-PAC Options:
- Backdraft Dampers
- BACnet Compatible Controller

Real-Time Monitoring:
- Fan Array Airflow
- Total Static Pressure
- Energy Consumption
- Individual Fan Alarm (optional)

Q-PAC Fan Arrays are the ideal upgrade to an HVAC New Life restoration. They optimize the AHU to cutting edge technology, drastically improve energy efficiency and eliminate blower, motor and belt maintenance!

Contact us for more info or to get started with HVAC New Life savings today!